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Did Your Love Burn Out
Ash

[Verse 1]
                  Cm
Why d you let me down, my girl?
                  Eb
Why d you let me down
                 Fm
Did I read you wrong? Was your fear too strong?
                  Cm      Cm7     Cm
Why d you let me down?

[Verse 2]
                    Cm
Did your love burn out, my girl?
                    Eb
Did your love burn out?
                   Fm
What came of the flame that we couldn t tame?
                     Cm    Cm7 Cm
Did your love burn out?

[Chorus]
Gm Bb Cm
	You walked away with all your secrets
Gm Bb Cm
	I d been entangled in your thorns
Gm Bb  Fm         Ab            Fm       Ab    Fm
	I got too close to ever see it
       G
	I ll never find out anymore

[Verse 3]
                    Cm
Was this not your world, my love?
                    Eb
Was this not your world?
               Fm
Trying to fit in, unsure to begin
                    Cm          Cm7     Cm
Was this not your world?

[Verse 4]
                 Cm
Were they only lies, my girl?
                 Eb
Were they only lies?
                  Fm
I let down my guard Now my heart is scarred



                  Cm     Cm7 Cm
Were they only lies?

[Chorus]
Gm Bb Cm
	You walked away with all your secrets
Gm Bb Cm
	I d been entangled in your thorns
Gm Bb  Fm         Ab            Fm       Ab    Fm
	I got too close to ever see it
       G               Bb         G
	I ll never find out anymore
Gm Bb Cm
	Too busy chasing an illusion
Gm Bb Cm
	I stumbled docile as a beast
Gm Bb  Fm       Ab              Fm       Ab    F
	Into a web of blind delusion
       G
	That was never what it seemed

[Interlude]
Cm  Eb  Fm  Cm  x2

[Chorus]
Gm Bb Cm
	You walked away with all your secrets
Gm Bb Cm
	I d been entangled in your thorns
Gm Bb  Fm         Ab            Fm       Ab    Fm
	I got too close to ever see it
       G               Bb         G
	I ll never find out anymore
Gm Bb Cm
	Too busy chasing an illusion
Gm Bb Cm
	I stumbled docile as a beast
Gm Bb  Fm       Ab            Fm       Ab    F
	Into a web of blind delusion
       G
	That was never what it seemed

[Verse 6]
                    Cm
Did your love burn out, my girl?
                    Eb
Did your love burn out?
                 Fm
Do I bear the blame for putting out the flame?
                  Cm   Bb   Cm
Did your love burn out?


